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Abstract 

This paper presents a rule-based system for disambiguating French locative verbs and their trans-

lation into Arabic. The disambiguation phase is based on the use of the French Verb dictionary 

of Dubois and Dubois Charlier (LVF) as a linguistic resource, from which a base of disambigu-

ation rules is extracted. The extracted rules take the form of transducers which are subsequently 

applied to texts. The translation phase consists in translating the disambiguated locative verbs 

returned by the disambiguation phase. The translation takes into account the verb tense, as well 

as the inflected form of that verb. This phase is based on bilingual dictionaries that contain the 

different French locative verbs and their translation into Arabic. The experimentation and the 

evaluation are done using the linguistic platform NooJ, both a language resource development 

environment and a tool for automatic large corpora flow (Fehri, 2012).  

1 Introduction  

Lexical ambiguity represents an obstacle for the automatic processing of natural language. In fact, the 

difficulty of automatically dealing with this phenomenon was recognized as early as the first appearance 

of automatic translation systems (Apidaniaki, 2008). This ambiguity can occur at the level of different 

grammatical categories of words, including the verb. In its conjugated form, the verb is distinguished 

by tense, mood, person, number and the syntactic constructions in which this verb appears. 

However, the task of solving the problem of ambiguity, known as Word Sense Disambiguation 

(WSD), is not an easy one. In fact, it’s essential to specify the elements that contribute to the selection 

of the appropriate meaning of the ambiguous word. Gross et al. (1997) state that “any syntactic differ-

ence corresponds to an essential semantic difference.” This statement emphasizes the importance of 

syntactic constructions in the choice of the meaning of the verb. In other words, the meaning of the verb 

strongly depends on the syntactic construction in which it appears. Furthermore, to properly handle this 

condition, the entire sentence containing the ambiguous verb should be analyzed, and this requires a 

certain linguistic knowledge. 

In this perspective, the dictionary of French Verbs of Jean Dubois and Françoise Dubois-Charlier 

(LVF) constitutes a relevant and useful resource for the WSD of verbs. Indeed, it proposes a verbal 

classification that relates the syntactic and semantic characteristics of the verb. 

WSD may be seen as an intermediate task for some applications such as machine translation.  How-

ever, to provide the suitable translation of an ambiguous word, WSD is indispensable in identifying the 

most appropriate meaning of the word in question. In addition, the quality of the translation does not 

depend solely on the preservation of the meaning of the translated word in the target language. The 

consideration of the form of the verb and the tense in which that verb is conjugated is also very useful 

and influences the quality of the translated word. 

The main objective of the present work is to develop a rule-based system for disambiguating French 

verbs, in particular locative verbs. This system also makes it possible to translate the disambiguated 

verbs while taking into account the tense of the verb and its inflected form. Our system is based on the 

LVF dictionary using the NooJ platform. 
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2 Related work 

According to the resources used, WSD approaches can be roughly classified into two main categories.  

The first one is the corpora-based approach, in which systems are trained to perform the task of word 

sense disambiguation (Dixit et al., 2015). This type includes supervised and unsupervised methods. The 

supervised methods are based on a learning corpus grouping examples of disambiguated instances of 

words, while unsupervised methods exploit the results of automatic meaning-acquisition methods.  The 

second main category is the knowledge-based approach, which exploits knowledge resources to infer 

the senses of words in context (Dixit et al., 2015).  

Supervised WSD methods require annotated corpora to be trained (Nessereddine et al., 2015). How-

ever, such corpora are only available for a few languages, which complicates supervised lexical disam-

biguation. In this perspective, Nassreddine et al. (2015) recently proposed a method for creating a system 

of lexical disambiguation for the French language. Since this language suffers from a scarcity of anno-

tated corpora, their method consists of constructing an annotated corpus by the transfer of annotations. 

These annotations are obtained from the automatic translation of an English annotated corpus into 

French. The Bayesian classifier is then used to build the disambiguation system. The precision obtained 

is of the order of 52%. The limit of this method is that it strongly depends on the annotations obtained 

by the translation phase. In addition, the quality of the disambiguation system is restricted by the exam-

ples used during the learning phase. 

In general, the problem with supervised, corpora-based disambiguation approaches is that getting 

large amounts of annotated text in one's way is very costly in terms of time and money, which results in 

a data acquisition bottleneck (Tchechmedjiev, 2012). Moreover, the quality of the disambiguation of 

these approaches is restricted by the examples used for training. 

For unsupervised methods, the notion of meaning is directly induced by the corpus (Audibert, 2003). 

The method proposed by Schütze (1998), which relies on the use of the vector model can be taken as an 

example. In this method, a vector is associated with each word m of the corpus. This vector is derived 

from words that co-occur in the context of m. Subsequently, according to their degree of similarity, these 

vectors are grouped into clusters. Each cluster refers to a possible meaning of the word m. 

The problem with this method, as well as unsupervised approaches in general, is that the senses do 

not correspond to any well-defined set of meanings. The distinctions of meaning can sometimes be 

confusing and are, moreover, often difficult to be used by other applications (Audibert, 2003). 

In knowledge-based approaches, the information needed for lexical disambiguation is derived from 

external resources of the studied corpus. These resources are of different natures. Indeed, some studies 

have tested the adequacy of the definitions provided by the Collins English Dictionary (CED), Merriam-

Webster New Pocket Dictionary, and Contemporary English Dictionary (LDOCE) for the automatic 

processing of disambiguation. Other works have exploited the information provided by Roget's Interna-

tional Thesaurus or by WordNet semantic lexicons explaining the meanings and relations between senses 

or shades of meaning (Vasilescu, 2003). 

The disambiguation system established by Lesk is one of the first systems that relies on a dictionary. 

The principle of this method is first of all to extract from the dictionary all the possible meanings for 

each occurrence of the ambiguous word. Each sense corresponds to a particular definition in the dic-

tionary. Subsequently, a score is assigned for each of these senses. This score is equal to the number of 

words in common between the definition of the word to be disambiguated and the definitions of the 

words co-occurring in its context (Vasilescu, 2003). The sense selected as being the most appropriate 

sense is supposed to be the one that maximizes the score. This method correctly disambiguates between 

50% and 70% of the cases (Boubekeur-Amirouche, 2008). 

The method proposed by Brun et al. (2001) is based on an electronic dictionary. The dictionary used 

in this method gives an example for each meaning. Each example is analyzed through a specific ana-

lyzer, from which rules of disambiguation are elaborated. These rules are then generalized using a se-

mantic network that assigns a semantic class to each existing unit in the rule of origin. Subsequently, to 

disambiguate a word in any sentence, it is syntactically analyzed and the syntactic relationships are 

derived from it (Brun et al., 2001). These relationships are then compared with the disambiguation rules. 

The disambiguation rule whose arguments are the same is then selected and its meaning number is as-

sociated with the word in question (Brun et al., 2001).  
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This method was applied to 850 French sentences for the set of nouns, adjectives and verbs. The 

precision rate obtained for verbs is of the order of 58%. The problem with this method is that the elab-

orated rules of disambiguation depend on the words that exist in the examples found in the dictionary. 

This link has also generated a problem of coherence between the dictionary and the chosen semantic 

network, due to the semantic classification proposed by the thesaurus. In addition, some lexical entries 

haven’t been disambiguated because of the lack of examples for certain meanings from which the dis-

ambiguation rules are extracted. 

This method has the disadvantage of being very sensitive to the words that exist in each definition. 

Indeed, the choice of meanings based on a limited number of common words can be the source of errors. 

3 Description of the French Verb Dictionary (LVF) 

The LVF is a lexical database of French language, which contains 25,609 entries for 12,310 different 

verbs. The verbs are classified into 14 classes, which is based on the hypothesis of a correspondence 

between syntax and meaning (Sénéchal et al., 2007). The class denoted L presents the class of locative 

verbs, the topic of this work. It contains 1524 locative verbs (e.g., baigner “to bathe”, apparaître “to 

appear”). We note that our choice of the type of verbs is arbitrarily done.  

4 The creation of electronic locative verbs dictionary with NooJ 

The developed disambiguation system focuses on the use of the LVF dictionary. This dictionary has 

been built to be used by linguists, and is not directly exploitable by automatic text analysis programs 

(Silberztein, 2010). For this reason, we opt for the formalization of the LVF dictionary. More precisely, 

we are interested in the formalization of the locative verbs described in the LVF. This formalization 

consists in reformulating the information contained in LVF so that it can be exploited by automatic 

analysis programs, notably NooJ (Silberztein, 2010). The electronic dictionary created in NooJ, called 

LocativeVerbs.dic contains 1,524 verbal entries. Figure 1 presents an extract from this dictionary. 

  

 

Figure 1. Extract of electronic dictionary LocativeVerbs.dic  

As can be seen in Figure 1, each locative verbal entry is associated with a set of features: a lemma 

that corresponds to the verb in the infinitive form; a label indicating the grammatical category (V); , the 

FLX property which gives the inflectional model related to the verb; the CONST, which shows the syn-

tactic-semantic properties of the verb; the sens, which indicates the meaning of the verb; and finally the 

translation into the target language (AR). It’s worth-noting that a verb can be associated with more than 

10 senses. The verb baigner “to bathe” is used as an example. Since this verb has four different meanings 

described in the LVF dictionary (baigner 01=nager, baigner 02=immeger, baigner 03=tremper, baigner 

04=se tremper), it appears four times in the LocativeVerbs dictionary, as shown in Figure 1.  

The NooJ implementation of our system involves a two-phase process: (1) disambiguation of French 

locative verbs and (2) translation into Arabic. Each phase requires the construction of proper transducers. 

5 Phase of disambiguation 

Each verbal entry described in the LVF dictionary is specified by the different possible meanings that 

correspond to it. These meanings are illustrated by different uses, semantic indicators, syntactic charac-

teristics, etc. The information related to the given meaning of the ambiguous verb, thus paves the way 

to extract the necessary disambiguation rules. The extracted rules then make it possible to identify the 

syntactic patterns that will be transformed into transducers to achieve the task of disambiguating verbs. 
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5.1 Identification of disambiguation rules 

The French verbs described in the LVF are classified into semantic classes defined by syntactic argu-

ments, which make it possible to assign the appropriate meaning to each occurrence of the verb. That is, 

each use of the verb is described by a particular syntactic construction, and then the meaning of the verb 

is determined by the construction in which the verb appears. In fact, the verb can have four syntactic 

constructions: intransitive (A), an indirect transitive (N), direct transitive (T), and pronominal (P). Each 

construction is composed of a set of components (subject, object, complement), which are also associ-

ated with semantic features, such as human, inanimate, animal, etc.  For example, the word apparaître 

“to appear” has two different constructions:   

A11: Inanimate subject, Human object 

A31: Human subject, Complement 

To solve these semantic and syntactic ambiguities, we created formal grammars that take into consid-

eration the differences between syntactic constructions and the various types of components (human, 

inanimate, animal) in each construction. The elaboration of such a grammar is not an easy task because 

it is necessary to find a representation that considers recursion, as well as the length of the syntactic 

construction. Since the syntactic construction is formed by other components, its length is not known in 

advance. The proposed representation is illustrated by syntactic patterns. 

5.2 Identification of syntactic patterns 

In order to facilitate the identification of the transducers necessary for the disambiguation of verbs, we 

transformed the definition of each syntactic construction into a syntactic pattern. A major advantage of 

this method is that if makes it possible to arrange the various constituents of the construction in a linear 

manner that can be easily transformed into graphs (Fehri, 2012). According to the classification pro-

posed by the LVF, we can construct 56 syntactic patterns that describe the locative verbs.  A sample 

pattern is shown below: 

Pattern N1j:= <human subject><verb><Prepositional complement, PREP = « en, dans »> 

 

This pattern describes the different components of the N1j construction. According to this construction, 

we can distinguish the meaning of the verb when the latter appears in a sentence which has a human 

subject and a prepositional complement introduced by the preposition (PREP) en “in, to” or dans “in, 

inside”. We notice that the identified patterns have been refined. 

5.3 Creation of transducers for locative verbs 

For a reliable disambiguation system of locative verbs, we transformed each syntactic pattern into a 

transducer, which is manually built in NooJ. The meaning of the verb is related to the type of the con-

struction and its constituents. The created transducer is represented in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Main transducer of verb disambiguation 
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The transducer illustrated in Figure 2 contains four sub-graphs. Each sub-graph represents a category 

of syntactic construction  -- intransitive (A), an indirect transitive (N), a pronominal (P), and a direct 

transitive (T), 

6 Phase of Translation 

Understanding a word sense is an inherent part of correct translation of words whose meanings depend 

on the context (Turdakov, 2010). For this reason, the proposed method of translation takes as input the 

disambiguated verbs returned by the phase of disambiguation. In addition, the quality of the translation 

of the verb does not depend only on the preservation of the meaning of the translated verb in the target 

language but also on the consideration of the tense in which the verb is conjugated and the inflected 

form of that verb. It also influences the quality of the translated verb. In this context, we built a syntactic 

grammar allowing the translation of each disambiguated locative verb by taking into account the tense 

of the verb and its inflected form. 

However, the creation of such a grammar is not an easy task because this study deals with two very 

different languages: French, an Indo-European language, and Arabic, a Semitic language. We now ex-

amine some cases of translation of French locative verbs into Arabic. For example, unlike the French 

verb, the Arabic verb is not based on tense but on the aspect. In fact, the Arabic verbal system, is essen-

tially represented by three aspects: accomplished, unaccomplished and imperative. Consider the follow-

ing dictionary entry and French sentence: 

accueillir 02: meaning = recevoir (to welcome) + AR= ََاِْستَْقبَل  istaqbala “welcomed” 

La fille accueillait une amie dans sa maison.  
 

The tense of the verb accueillir is in the imperfect. In Arabic, the imperfect is translated by   َكان

َتَْستَْقبِلَ  Kāna yafaalu “has done” and the verb accueillait will be translated byيَْفعَلَ   Kānat   كانت

tastaqbilu “have welcomed.” 

Another difference between the two language can be seen in the case of gender.  In French, the verb 

is conjugated with the same form for both the third person singular subject masculine pronoun il “he’ 

and the feminine pronoun elle “she ” – il écrit “he writes”, elle écrit “she writes”. In Arabic, however, 

the conjugation of the verb differs for the two subject pronouns. Indeed, il écrit is translated into Arabic 

as َََكتَب kataba “he writes”, while elle écrit is translated by ََْكتَبَت katabat “she writes”. 

Finally, the Arabic language specifically notes when there are two of something, called الًمثَنَّى al-

muṯaná “dual”. This form does not exist in French, which has only singular and plural. In Arabic, the 

dual number has its own suffixes, which totally differ from those of the plural. 

After, this level of analysis, we move to the practice of automatic translation using the NooJ platform. 

In this step, we will integrate locative verbs into a bilingual dictionary. We also create a formal grammar, 

seen in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Transducer for the translation of conjugated verbs in imperfect 
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Figure 3 represents an extract of the transducer relating the translation of a verb when it is conjugated 

in the imperfect. The node that exists between brackets called Verbe, represents the form of the French 

verb to translate. For example, <V+CONST+3+s+I> indicates that the verb is conjugated in the imper-

fect (I) with the third person singular (3+s).   

7 Experimentation and evaluations 

WE tested the developed system is done with NooJ. As mentioned above, this platform uses already 

built syntactic local grammars (Fehri et al., 2011). Table 1 gives an idea about the dictionaries which we 

added to the resources in NooJ. 

 

Dictionaries Number of inputs Annotation in the dictionary 

Human nouns 250 N+Hum 

Inanimate nouns 305    N+Chose 

Animal nouns 480 N+Anl 

Table 1. Added dictionaries 

In addition to the dictionaries mentioned in Table 1, other NooJ dictionaries -- adjectives, determi-

nants and verbs -- are used (Fehri et al., 2016). 

7.1 Experimentation of disambiguation phase 

To evaluate the disambiguation phase, we applied our resources to a corpus of journalistic articles pub-

lished in Le Monde Diplomatique newspaper. The various topics that are covered deal with current world 

politics, economics, culture, sports, etc. The purpose of using a wide variety of subject areas is to have 

a broad coverage of the complex structures of sentences that constitute the context of the verbs to be 

disambiguated. This corpus contains 1,009 articles giving a total of 2,006,631 graphic words including 

1,544 occurrences of locative verbs. These verbs are manually identified using NooJ queries. 

 

 

Figure 4. Concordance table of locative verb disambiguation 

Each line of the concordance table shown in Figure 4 displays the sequence identified by the disam-

biguation transducer. For example, in the first line of Figure 4, the verb is assigned the meaning of the 

construction <N1j>.  Consequently, the context of the verb baignaient (< baigner “to bathe”) takes on 

the meaning of immerger “immerse” in this particular context.  To measure the performance of our tool, 

the following evaluation metrics are used: precision, recall and F-measure. The results obtained are 

described in Table 2.  
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 Nb. of occurrences 

(locative verbs) 
Precision Recall F-measure 

Newspaper    Le Monde di-

plomatqiue (1009 texts) 
1544 0.75 0.85 0.79 

Table 2. Obtained results 

The results shown in Table 2 reflect the existence of some issues that have not been resolved by our tool. 

These problems lie in the inability to disambiguate the verbs that appear in sentences whose subject is 

implicitly defined and so it is not possible to identify its nature. Take the example of the following 

phrase: most being located near the islands. In this example, the subject is represented by the noun most. 

This noun is not followed by anything that specifies the subject, such as most people. As a result, we 

cannot decide on the nature of the subject (human, animal or thing) and subsequently the verb to locate 

cannot be disambiguated. 

In addition, the LVF construction codes describe the semantic traits of the arguments (subject, object, etc.) 

of each verbal use, as human, thing, animal, etc. For example, to distinguish the use shelter 3 in The embassy 

shelters the refugees from shelter 2 used in The ambassador shelters refugees at home, one must take into 

account that the noun embassy is a thing, while ambassador and refugee are human nouns. But such a purely 

lexical characterization of the arguments of a verb does not allow researchers to analyze many sentences 

that include semantic mechanisms, such as metaphor or metonymy, or to modify the function of nominal 

groups. Thus, for example, the noun embassy, principally lexicalized as a thing, can play the role of a 

human by metonymy: the phrase The embassy shelters the refugees must then be considered as ambigu-

ous, depending on whether embassy designates the building itself or the embassy staff. 

7.2 Disambiguation phase 

The translation phase is applied to the disambiguated locative verbs returned by the disambiguation 

phase. Thus, as pointed out before, this verb translation from French into Arabic takes into account the 

verbal tense used and the inflected form of the verb. The results obtained are illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Concordance table of locative verb translation 

Figure 5 shows the Arabic equivalent assigned to the ambiguous verbs shown in Figure 4 of the pre-

vious section. As a result, we have translated the verb according to the context in which it appears. Take 
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the example of the verb baignaient (< baigner “to bathe”) on  the first line of the concordance table. 

This verb can have four different meanings, corresponding to four separate translations. Here, in this 

particular context, the verb baigner “to bathe” has been disambiguated with the meaning immerger “im-

merse” which is then translated into Arabic by ََاِْنغََمر enghamara “immersed,” thus eliminating the other 

three translations. 

Our translation tool gives satisfactory results, with a precision of 87%, which is comparable to well-

known translators such as Google and Babylon that support the translation from French to Arabic. 
 

French Locative Verbs 

Obtained  

result (Our tool) 

Obtained  

result (Google) 

Obtained  

result (Babylon) 

Les ouvriers baignaient dans 

une atmosphère 
العمال في جو  استحمو  َكانُوا يَْنغَِمرونَ   

 baignaient في جو  

 العمال

Les autorités sanitaires avaient 

fondé leur décision sur des 

preuves 

 ُكنَّ قَد بَنَْينَ 
السلطات الصحية  استندتو 

األدلةالى قراراتها بشأن   

السلطات الصحية التي 

على قرار بشأن  تقوم

 األدلة

Son nom figurait dans des 

agendas 
 اسمه وارد في مذكرات و كان اسمه في يوميات  َوَردَ 

Le bateau finira en Méditer-

rané 
 َسيَْنتَِهي

في البحر  ينتهيفإن القارب 

 األبيض المتوسط

بالفعل في ستنجزمركب   

Méditerrané  

Table3. Experimental results 

As shown in Table 3, it is noted that Google did not use the correct sense of the verb. Moreover, the 

tense and the form of the verb have not been respected, such as for the verb baigner which appears in 

the sentence Les ouvriers baignaient dans une atmosphère “the workers were immersed in an atmos-

phere.” Our tool gives as result َينغمرون  Kânû yanghamirûna “have immersed.” This translation كانوا

corresponds to the meaning of the verb baigner in this particular context. Also, the translated verb re-

spects the tense and the form of the source verb. However, Google translates the verb baignaient into 

 estahama “has bathed” where the verbal tense and the inflected form of the verb have not been استحم

respected. Babylon does not even produce any translation of the verb baigner. 

Note also that there are verbs that are not recognized by either Google or Babylon and therefore no 

translation is provided for the verb appear in the sentence His name appeared in diaries. The results 

obtained reflect the effectiveness of our translation tool. Indeed, a specific treatment for the locative 

verbs allows us to understand the meaning of the verb according to the statements produced in the source 

language and thus to propose a satisfactory translated version that takes into account the characteristics 

of the verb.  

8 Conclusion and future perspectives 

In the present work, we have developed a rule-based system for disambiguating French locative verbs 

and their translation into Arabic. The proposed disambiguation approach is based on the LVF dictionary. 

We have shown the effectiveness of this dictionary as a relevant resource for the task of disambiguation. 

As for the translation, it consists in translating the already disambiguated French locative verbs into 

Arabic. This translation takes into account the verbal time used as well as the inflected form of the verb. 

The experimentation and the evaluation were done using the linguistic platform NooJ, with satisfactory 

results. 

In the future, we intend to study the syntactic and semantic phenomena in more detail. We also plan 

to generalize our phase of disambiguation to all the verbs. As for translation, we plan to take into account 

the linguistic context of the verb in order to specify the most appropriate verbal tense with the syntax of 

the Arabic sentence. 
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